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A new Fieten Olie fuel station opened on the junction 
between Spoorlaan and Nieuwe Bennebroekerweg in 
Hoofddorp at the end of January. The fuel and lubricant 
supplier’s 40th and largest fuel station features 12 fuel 
pumps, 4 car washes and 4 vacuum cleaner points. A fast 
charger for electric cars and facilities for hydrogen (H2) 
are to be added later this year.

Fieten Olie deems encouraging sustainability to be 
important and has decided to offer the most sustainable 
diesel (HVO 100) in Hoofddorp alongside Euro 95, Diesel, 
Blue One and AdBlue. The canopy is fitted with solar 
panels to enable the fuel station and car washes to run on 
green energy. Furthermore, sustainable LED lighting has 
been installed everywhere. They opted for the Luci Series 
LED canopy lighting and Ambiente site lighting from Bever 
Innovations. Moreover, Concis BV—a multidisciplinary 
bureau for advertising, house style management, media 
and design—commissioned Bever Innovations to supply its 
new, innovative InMotion (InMo) LED screen and red LED 
contour lighting for the canopy and car washes.

UNIQUE DESIGN

Concis BV has been taking care of the design, development 
and implementation of Fieten Olie’s house style in a variety 
of formats for many years now. Consider in this regard 
such things as lettering on fuel stations, printed material 
and illuminated and façade advertising, as well as pricing 
displays, with the LED pricing displays invariably being 
supplied by Bever Innovations. ‘We were awarded the full 
contract for the Fieten Olie project in Hoofddorp too’, says 

John Vaartjes, Creative Director at Concis BV. ‘Nonetheless, the unique 
design of this fuel station with its partially sloping canopy and technology 
column underneath prompted us to do things a little differently. Rather 
than a standard pricing display, we advised using an LED screen, which 
will make it easy to communicate not only current fuel prices but also 
other campaigns and prices in the future. For the adjacent car washes, for 
instance.’ 

EXCEEDINGLY HIGH CONTRAST, 
  GUARANTEED LEGIBILITY

The decision coincided precisely with the roll-out of Bever Innovations’ 
innovative InMo LED screen, he adds. ‘The InMo LED screen is graphically 
much more appealing than other LED screens on the market. What’s more, 
the resolution is better and we’re extremely impressed with the quality of 
Bever’s products. From a technical perspective, Bever Innovations provided 
us with first-rate guidance throughout this project too. From the consulting 
process right up to installation of the LED screen.’

Fieten Olie and Concis BV deem it important for (fuel) prices to be clearly 
visible and current at all times, says Marnick Blom, Account Manager 
BeNeLux at Bever Innovations. ‘The InMo LED screen homes in on this 
need perfectly. The high-quality LEDs were specially developed for outdoor 
use and therefore provide optimal protection against rain, wind, hail, 
UV radiation, extremely low and high temperatures and other weather 
influences. Thanks to the combination of the black look of the LEDs and 
the high light output, the screen also guarantees extremely high contrast 
and legibility in all weather conditions. The screen automatically adapts to 
the ambient light level. Since several light sensors have been integrated 
into the screen, the LEDs also respond if only part of the screen is in direct 
sunlight.’

 ‘The InMo LED screen is graphically much more appealing than other  
  LED screens on the market.'
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THE RIGHT PRICE AT ALL TIMES
Thanks to a link with the Point of Sale (POS) system, the most 
up-to-date fuel prices are displayed automatically on the 
LED screen without the manager and/or technical or other 
staff having to lift a finger, says Blom. ‘A converter ensures 
the right translation from the cash register “language” to 
the communication protocol in the InMo LED screen, after 
which the information is relayed automatically to the screen 
by way of a wireless connection. As only pricing is to be 
communicated in Fieten Olie’s case, a pixel pitch of 10 mm 
sufficed.’

STRAIGHTFORWARD ASSEMBLY

Aside from its image and its legibility, the InMo LED 
screen distinguishes itself by means of its plug-and-play 
installation. The modular system is comprised of elongated 
lines in various heights and widths which can be easily 
stacked horizontally or vertically on a basic frame. Despite 
measuring 4 x 2 metres, the screen is very lightweight, 
meaning a lightweight structure is enough to support it. 
The InMO LED screen, the Luci Series LED canopy lighting 
and the Ambiente site lighting come with Bever Innovations’ 
wireless, integrated EOS network technology as standard, 
making it easy to connect up, monitor and manage systems 
in future (if desired). Thus making the lighting equipment 
just as future-proof as the fuel station.
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